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Hero Must Die ! rules v1.10 (edited on 2013, Dec 13 by David Cheng) 

 

Introduction : Hero Must Die ! is a free print and play game for two to four players. You 

are a little evil mage serving an overlord of a dungeon built under a kingdom. You have two 

little loyal goblins as your minions at start. You need to help your overlord to defend your 

dungeon by getting more monsters & traps.  

 

COMPONENTS : 

- one folding game board of two A4 size 

- one sheet of tokens 

- 88 cards (18 hero cards, 30 monster cards, 24 plot cards and 16 event cards) 

- one D6 die 

- rulebook 

 

Game board 

 
- The top half of the game board is the dungeon floors where you place your player marker & 

buildings (traps & monster rooms). 

- On the right side are slots for event cards where the first player draws one card each turn. 
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- The bottom half of the game board is where you place your goblin workers. There are eight 

locations to choose from and there are one to three boxes in each location. 

- On the bottom edge is the VP track where you place the VP marker. A player’s maximum 

VP is 12. 

- The VP track also shows the number of gold & workers the players get each turn. 

 

Game tokens  

These are player tokens which represent the evil mage of each player.  
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These are goblin workers. They are placed on the action slots in planning phase.  

 

 

These are VP markers. They are used to mark VP for each player on VP track. 

 

 

These are traps which can be built on dungeon floors. 

 

 

These are monster rooms which can be built on dungeon floors. 

 

 

These are hero party tokens which represent the adventure parties who invade our dungeon 

 

 

These are resource markers (gold, slave, magic point) 

 

 

These are wound markers 
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Hero Cards 

   

The trophy icon represents the hero’s level. The numbers are hero’s strength (HP & attack). 

Some heroes have two numbers which means that hero has two kinds of attack. The hero’s 

HP is based on the larger number. For example, The Ranger has melee attack of 6 & range 

attack of 5. The Ranger’s HP is 6 (not 5 + 6). 

 

Monster Cards 

   

Top left icons show the resources required to recruit it. Top right icons show the monster’s 

family & level. For example, you need two gold & two slaves to recruit a Troll. The Troll is a 

level-three monster in the Beast family. 

 

The numbers show the monster’s strength (HP & attack same as for heroes). For example, the 

Dragon has melee attack of 7 & magic attack of 4. The Dragon’s HP is 7 (not 4 + 7). 
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Plot Cards 

   

 

Plot cards with  icons are quest cards. If you have the required item/monster/achievement, 

you can play the plot card in Court phase and get the VPs shown by the  icons. For 

example, you can get 2 VPs if you play the “Rule Them All” card by paying 8 gold. 

 

Some quests require more than one condition. For example, In “Poison the King” quest, you 

need 10 gold and  “Super Spell” completed. Super Spell is another quest card. That means 

the Super Spell quest must be completed first before you can play this card. The Super Spell 

quest can be completed by any player though.  

 

Some quest cards have special effect if the quest is completed. For example, in “Rule Them 

All!” quest, you can disband one hero party of your choice & return it to the castle. 

 

Some quest cards have evil icon  on top right of the card. Advance one hero party one 

space towards the dungeon entrance when the card is played. 

 

Plot cards without  icon are function cards. You can play the card in Court phase to use 

the function shown on the card. Some function cards have minimum VP requirement. The VP 

required are not spent or deducted to play the card. You just need to have that number of VPs 

at the beginning of the Court phase. For example, in “We Need Change” card, the player 

must have 5 VPs or more to carry out the Switch Floor function, Or he may carry out the 

Coup D’etat function if he has two “We Need Change” cards AND have 8 VPs or more. The 

function of each card will be explained in details in the Plot Card Explanation section. 
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Event Cards 

   

 

One event card is drawn by the first player each turn. You can resolve the event in a 

reasonable way. For example, in “Invasion !!!” card, you move three hero party tokens from 

dungeon entrance. But if there are only two hero party tokens in dungeon entrance, just move 

the two hero party tokens (not three) down to 1st floor dungeon. Most event cards are 

self-explained.  

 

Game Goal 

The game ends when one player carried out a Coup D’etat function successfully during any 

turn. The player who did the Coup D’etat wins instantly & becomes the new Overlord.  

 

If no Coup D’etat happens, the game ends after eight turns.  

Player with most VPs (max : 12) at the end of turn eight wins. If there is a tie, player with 

most monster level points wins. 

 

The game ends instantly if the bottom (fifth) floor was conquered by heroes. In such case, all 

players lose. 

 

A player is out of game if his VP drops to zero. 
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SET-UP : (for 4-player game) 

1) Shuffle the event cards, then place two cards face-down at each event card slots on the 

game board. 

2) Each player chooses a color and gets the corresponding player token & worker tokens. 

3) Place all VP markers on “3” box of the VP track.  

4) Each player receives 4 gold, 4 slaves and 4 MP (magic point).  

5) Roll one die for each player. Starting with player of highest roll, each player chooses a 

starting floor to guard by placing his player token on the leftmost space of any floor 

except the fifth (bottom) floor. Player choosing the first (top) floor is the first player and 

the player on next floor is the second player & so on…. 

6) The first player chooses one level-1 monster and one level-2 monster from the monster 

deck. Then the next player chooses one level-1 monster and one level-2 monster and goes 

on until every player got two monsters. The remaining level-1 & level-2 monster cards 

are placed face-up near the game board. 

7) Shuffle the other monster cards to form a monster deck (face-down) 

8) Shuffle the hero cards to form a hero deck (face-down) 

9) Shuffle the plot cards to form a plot card deck (face-down) 

10) Place the three hero tokens in the castle above the first floor. 

11) Place the traps & monster room tokens aside to form the building pool 

12) Place the gold, slaves and MP tokens aside to form the resources pool 

13) Place the wound markers aside for use in combat later. 

   

Turn sequence 

Beginning Phase 

- Advance the player tokens to next floor UP 

- The 1st player draws 3 monster cards & places them face-up beside the game board  

Planning Phase 

- Starting with 1st player, each player places one goblin worker on one of the action 

boxes until all workers are placed. Number of workers can be placed is based on goblin 

icons shown on VP track 

Event Phase – 1
st
 player draws one card from the current event slot & resolves the event 

Action Phase - Execute actions for workers starting from left to right, then next row down. 

Invasion Phase – Resolve hero invasion if any 

Court Phase  

- Each player receives gold income according to gold icons shown on VP track. 

- Starting with player of least VP, each player plays any plot cards in hands 
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Shift of duty 

- In Beginning phase, move each player token one floor up  

- Move the current player token on 1st floor to 4th floor instead 

- Exception : a player token never moves up if the above floor was conquered. It moves 

to the bottom floor instead.  

Monsters for hire 

- In Beginning phase, 1
st
 player draws three monster cards from the monster deck and 

places the cards face-up beside the game board. All un-hired monster cards in previous 

turn are returned to the bottom of the monster deck. 

Assigning workers 

- In Planning phase, each player may place one goblin worker on any unoccupied box of 

the eight locations. Boxes with no icons cannot be placed. 

- A player may place a number of workers up to the number of worker icons shown on 

the VP track. For example, every player starts with 3VP, so they may place up to three 

workers each turn. If a player’s VP marker advanced to “5”, he may place 4 workers 

each turn. 

- Starting with 1
st
 player, players take turns to place one worker each until all available 

workers were placed 

Event cards 

- In Event phase, the first player may choose to draw one event card from current event 

slot.  

- He may draw the top card or bottom card as he wishes. Once drawn, the card event 

must be resolved. The remaining event card on the slot is discarded. 

 

Hero Party Movement  

 The Evil Icon is found in Forest and Town. When any workers are placed in Forest or 

Town, move one hero party token one space towards the dungeon entrance. Only one move is 

taken for each location, so if both Town and Forest have workers placed, move two hero 

party tokens one space. Always move the 1
st
 party token first, then the 2

nd
 if available. Hero 

parties invading the dungeon are never affected by the evil icon. 

For example, 1
st
 party token is in Inn while 2

nd
 & 3

rd
 party token are in Castle. If two moves 

are taken, first move the 1
st
 party token from Inn to dungeon entrance. Then move the 2

nd
 

party token from Castle to Inn. The 3
rd

 party token remains in castle. 

Some plot cards are marked with evil icons. Move one party token immediately when the 

plot card is played. 
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ACTIONS  

- There are eight locations where a worker may be placed in Planning phase. 

- Each location has one to four boxes. Only one worker may be placed in each box but 

more than one worker may be placed in the same location.  

 

Throne room 

- A worker may buy a plot card in throne room. The player draws two cards, then picks 

one & return the other card to the deck. The cost of plot card is shown on each box. 

 

 

Gold mine 

- A worker may mine a number of gold as shown on each box 

- A player may spend slaves to get extra gold. Each slave spent yields one extra gold. Up 

to two slaves may be spent for each mining worker. For example, a worker is placed in 

a box with 4 gold icons. The player may get a total of 6 gold by discarding 2 slaves. 

 

 

Rune room 

- A worker may yield a number of MP shown by the number of MP icons in the box. 

- The yield may be increased by two MP if the Full Moon event is resolved in this turn. 
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Building room 

- A worker may build a number of traps or monster rooms shown by the number of trap icons 

in the box. Some boxes also give gold discount for each building constructed. 

- Building Cost :  

Trap – 1 gold per trap damage plus 1 slave. For example, 3 gold plus 1 slave for building a 

swinging blade trap. 

Monster room – 3 gold plus 2 slaves for building or upgrading a monster room. You must 

build the smallest monster room first before upgrading it to bigger room. 

- A trap/monster room may be built on any space on the floor the player is guarding. 

 

 

Monster pit 

- A worker may recruit one of the three monsters drawn in this turn if the player has at least 

one monster of same family AND pays the cost shown on the monster card. 

- Instead of hiring the three monsters drawn each turn, a worker may choose to hire any level-1 

and level-2 monsters if available. Level-1 and Level-2 monsters never require monster of 

same family to be hired. 
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Town 

- A worker may hunt a number of slaves shown by the number of slave icons in the box. 

- If the box has an eye icon, the player may peek one of the event cards in next slot. 

- Move a hero party token one space to the right if there is at least one worker placed here. 

 

 

Forest 

- A player rolls one die for his worker placed. He gets a number of gold based on the roll. 

- The player may also peek an event card in the next slot. 

- Move a hero party token one space to the right if there is at least one worker placed here. 

 

 

Castle 

- A player may peek any two event cards by paying two gold if the box has the green eye 

icon. 

- A player may pay 4 gold to move one hero party token one space away from the 

dungeon entrance if the box has a gift icon or … 

- The player may pay 8 gold to call off an invading party if the box has a gift icon. 

Return the called party token to the Castle. 
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INVASION 

Invasion starts when one of the followings happened 

1) A hero party token is required to move towards dungeon entrance by evil icon but all 

three party tokens are already at dungeon entrance. In such case, move the 1st party to the 

1
st
 dungeon floor below. 

2) An “Invasion” event card was drawn in Event phase. In such case, move a number of 

party tokens to the 1
st
 dungeon floor as shown on the card. The 1

st
 party token always 

moves first before the 2
nd

 & the 3
rd

 can move. 

 

Invading party generation 

- Draw 3 hero cards for each invading party token based on the following rules : 

1
st
 party token – two level-1 hero cards and one level-2 hero card. 

2
nd

 party token – one level-1 hero card, one level-2 hero card and one level-3 hero card 

3
rd

 party token – two level-2 hero cards and one level-3 hero card 

Keep drawing hero cards until the required cards are drawn. Any cards not fitting the 

required levels are returned to bottom of the deck. 

 

Order of Invasion 

- Only one party can attack in each turn. If there are more than one party on the floor, the 

2
nd

 party cannot attack until the 1
st
 party was destroyed. In such case the 2

nd
 party will 

wait & attack in next turn. 

 

Party order 

- Place the three hero cards from left to right in following order: 

Front hero - hero card with highest strength (regardless of level) 

   Middle hero - hero card with next highest strength 

   Rear hero - hero card with lowest strength 

 

Resolve trap attacks – (traps are removed after use) 

1) Count the combined blue strength of all hero cards. Remove that number of damage 

points of traps selected by the defending player. For example, a thief is in the hero party 

who has 3 blue strength. There are three traps each with damage point of “1”, “2” & 

“3” respectively. The player may choose to remove the “3” trap or the “1” & “2” traps. 

2) All remaining traps attack as per following rules.  

- A trap can attack any hero of same color of strength. If no hero has same color, it 

attacks the front hero instead. Each damage point yields one wound on the target. A 

hero is killed if number of wounds equals his HP (i.e. highest strength on the card). 
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Defending force 

The player who is guarding the top floor can use his monsters to defend the floor with 

following restriction: (A player must send at least one monster to defend his floor) 

- Only two level-2 or lower level monsters can take part in combat if no monster room 

was built on the floor. 

- Up to three level-3 or lower level monsters can take part in combat if a “3” monster 

room was built on the floor. 

- Up to four level-4 or lower level monsters can take part in combat if a “4” monster 

room was built on the floor. 

- Up to five level-5 or lower level monsters can take part in combat if a “5” monster 

room was built on the floor.  

The player places his monsters which can join the battle from left to right as he wants. 

Unlike the hero cards, the front monster is the right most card while the rear monster is the 

left most card. 

 

COMBAT 

All kinds of attack occur simultaneously on both sides. Resolve attacks in following order: 

1) Range strike – Each green strength point yields one wound to the front card on opposing 

side. Any excess wounds can be carried over to the next card behind. 

2) Melee combat – Compare the brown strength of the front cards on both sides. Add any 

black strength of any cards on both sides. The side with lesser total strength gets a 

number of wounds on the front card as per difference of the total strength. For example, 

Hero side has a total strength of 8 while the monster side has a total strength of 5. Place 3 

wounds on the front monster card. Any excess wounds on the front card will not be 

carried over to other cards. Wounds are subtracted from melee strength. A front card with 

no brown strength has zero strength point in melee combat. 

3) Evil lord magic support – the player may add extra strength points in melee combat by 

spending 2 MP per strength point. The number of extra strength points can be added is 

restricted by the player’s current VP. For example, if the player has 3 VP, he can add a 

maximum of 3 strength points by paying 6 MP. 

4) Magic attack – Any unused black (magic) strength in melee combat may now attack any 

card on both sides.  

5) Healing Magic – Any card with yellow strength may remove wounds as per strength 

6) Next round – Repeat above steps until all cards on one side were removed (killed). 

7) End of combat – Remove all wounds from cards on winning side. Move party tokens to 

next floor if heroes win. If monsters win, return the losing party token to the Castle. 
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Combat result 

If heroes win, the defending player loses two VP. Remove any monster room from the floor. 

In additions, place one level-up marker on one hero card & move the party token to next floor. 

The player gets one VP per two hero level killed regardless of combat result. For example, 

the player lost the battle but the monsters killed a level-1 hero & a level-2 hero in combat, so 

the player can still get one VP although he also loses two VP for losing the battle. All killed 

hero cards are returned to the bottom of the hero deck after VP are calculated. 

 

Level-Up  

– No more than one Level-Up marker can be placed on a hero card. Add one strength point & 

HP for Level-Up hero in combat 

 

Playing plot cards 

- Starting with player with least VP, each player plays any plot cards in hands. 

- A quest card can be played if the player can fulfill the quest conditions. However, a 

quest card can be trumped by players with “Better Choice” card. 

 

Plot card explanation : 

 

Quest cards 

Rule Them All (2VP) – Pay 8 gold, then you can get 2 VP & disband an invading party by 

returning the party token to the Castle. 

Monster Cup (2VP) – Each player must pay 3 gold. Player with most monster level points 

gets 10 gold 

More Traps (2VP) – At least one trap on each floor. Traps can be built by any players. 

Trap Master (2VP) – At least 4 traps on same floor. Traps can be built by any players 

We need Rooms (2VP) – At least 3 monster rooms on any floors in total. Rooms can be built 

by any players. 

Burn Them All (3VP) – Discard three level-3 or higher monsters 

Dragon Lord (3VP) – Discard three monsters from Dragon family 

Demon Lord (3VP) – Discard three monsters from Demon family 

Black Mail (3VP) – Discard two Level-4 or higher monsters 

Super Spell (3VP) – Discard one monster & pay 8 MP 

Get the Princess (4VP) – Discard 3 monsters when the “Happy Princess” event is drawn 

Poison the King (4VP) – “Super Spell” must be completed already by any player, then pay 

10 gold to complete this quest 

Hero Must Die (4VP) – Discard two Level-5 monsters and pay 5 gold 
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Function cards 

We need Change – A player of VP5 or more may switch floor with any player or 

A player with 8VP or more may play TWO “We need Change” cards to start a Coup D’etat & 

wins instantly. 

A Better Choice – May play this card when another player plays a quest card. You may do 

the quest by yourself instead of the card holder. 

It’s Mine – You may draw one plot card from the hand of any player 

Pardon Me – May play this card to cancel the penalty (loss of 2VP) of losing a floor 

Traitor – May play this when a player gets penalty. Add one extra VP loss to the penalty 

 

Event cards explanation 

Invasion – Move 1-3 party tokens (as indicated by the card) from the dungeon entrance to 

the top dungeon floor if available. 

Pay Day – Each player must pay one resource of any kind per monster level for all monsters 

hired. For example, if a player has two level-3 monsters, he must pay 6 gold/slaves/MP or 

any combination of them. 

Town Festival – No actions is allowed in Town in this turn 

Happy Princess – No actions is allowed in Forest. The “ Get the Princess” quest card may 

be played in this turn 

Wrath of Lord – Players gain 1 VP if he is building any trap/monster room in this turn. 

Players lose 1 VP if he didn’t build anything in this turn. 

Kingdom at War – All hero parties invading the dungeon must return to the Castle 

immediately. 

Big Sales – Pay two less gold for each plot card. 

Full Moon – Any workers in Rune Room may gain two extra MP in this turn 

Carriage Arrived – Double gold gained in Forest in this turn 

 

Optional rules 

Special ability for each player 

Red mage – May gain one extra MP in Rune Room 

Yellow mage – May gain one extra gold in Mine 

Green mage – My draw three plot cards instead of two 

Blue mage – May gain one extra slave in Town 

 

Credits : Game designed by David Cheng 

Game playtested by Jimmy, Jacky, Joe, Joshua, Tim & Larson 


